Abstract-Scientific workflows (swf) are commonly used to model and execute large-scale scientific experiments. From the scientist's perspective the workflow execution is like black boxes. The scientist submits the workflow and at the end, the result or a notification about failed completion is returned. Concerning long running experiments or when workflows are in experimental phase it may not be acceptable. Thus scientists need to monitor the experiment during its execution in order to fine-tune their experiments or to analyze partial results and dynamically interfere with the execution of the simulation. To support the scientist with special user interaction tool we introduced the concept of intervention points (iPoints) where the user takes over the control for a while and has the possibility to interfere, namely to change some parameters or data, or to stop, to restart the workflow or even to deviate from the original workflow model during enactment. We plan to implement our solution in IWIR language which was targeted to provide interoperability between four existing well-known SWfMS within the framework of the SHIWA project.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific workflows (swf) are commonly used to model and execute large-scale scientific experiments. They represent key resources for scientists and are enacted and managed by Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMS). Supporting scientists in complex computational processes with dynamic workflow execution on distributed and parallel computing infrastructures imposes a challenge, not only because of the wide range of failures that could arise during enactment, but because of the complexity of the scientific workflows and the dynamically changing environment. There are numerous failures that can result in failed execution, because the administrator cannot interfere in time.
Furthermore due to the exploratory nature of scientific workflows it may be necessary to change the workflow model or to adapt the execution to intermediary results. For example the scientist may need to change some parameters, filtering criteria or even to deviate from the workflow model itself during runtime. Interrupting the execution of activities or even stopping the complete workflow execution is also a necessary action in several cases. All these problems can be accomplished by giving the user or the administrator the possibility to interfere with workflow execution (user-steering).
During the past decade there have been emerged a variety of Scientific Workflow Management Systems (Moteur [4] , Triana [2] , Taverna [5] , Askalon [3] , PGrade [6] , etc.). All of them have their own scientific community and thus their own scientific disciplines. Therefore they all have their own enactment system, workflow language and provenance manager. The SHIWA project [1] (2010-2012) was targeted to promote interoperability between different workflow systems by applying both coarse-and fine-grained strategies. The coarse-grained strategy treats each workflow engine as distributed black boxes, where data being sent to preexisting enactment engines and results are returned. One workflow system is able to invoke another workflow engine through the use of the SHIWA interface, and the Shiwa Portal facilitates the publishing and sharing of reusable workflows [7] . The fine-grained approach [8] deals with language interoperability by defining and Interoperable Workflow Intermediate Representation (IWIR) [9] language for translating workflows (ASKALON, P-Grade, MOTEUR and Triana) from one DCI to another, thus creating a cross-compiler for workflows.
In our work we would like to give an intermediary solution for interoperability between different workflow systems that should handle the dynamic behavior of workflow execution. This dynamism does not have to be implemented in each workflow management system. The implementation would be agnostic of any workflow management system, and could be attached to any IWIR compatible system. Our paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief summary about the state of the art. Chapter 3 represents our new proposal and finally we conclude our work with a brief previsioning of possible future research directions.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the literature there exist several solutions to support dynamism at different granularity [12] . In one of our earlier work [10] we have classified the dynamic tools of scientific workflow management systems (SWfMS) at different phases of the workflow lifecycle and at different levels, namely system level, task level and workflow level. These features include some kind of language support [11] , advance and late modelling techniques [13] , [14] , incremental compilation techniques [17] , [18] , [19] , Figure 1 . Structure of an iPoint [20] , dynamic resource allocation [15] , workflow partitioning [21] and flexible data management [16] . Obviously most of them relates on monitoring the workflow execution, or the state of the computing resources.
From the scientist perspective monitoring is also very important, but data analyses and dynamic interference is also an emerging need concerning nowadays scientific workflows [26] . Due to their exploratory nature they need control and intervention from the scientist to conserve energy and time. There are several systems that support dynamic intervention such as stopping, or re-executing jobs or even the whole workflow but there is an increasing need to have more sophisticated manipulation possibility.
Vahi et al. [22] introduced Stampede, a monitoring infrastructure that was integrated in the Pegasus and Triana SWfMS. The main target was to provide generic real-time monitoring across multiple SWfMS. The results proved that Stampede was able to monitor workflow executions across heterogeneous SWfMS but it required the scientists to follow the execution from a workstation. This solution may be tiring in long-term executions. To tackle this, it is possible to pre-program triggers, such as proposed by Missier et al. [27] , to check for problems in the workflow and to alert the scientist. In their other paper they worked out sciLightning [24] , a system that is able to notify the scientist upon completion of certain, predefined events.
The above mentioned monitoring systems do not intend to prevent or solve unnecessary failed termination of workflow running, or user intervention. They mainly focus on the better optimization or scheduling of the jobs. One of the biggest challenge of the dynamic behavior is runtime workflow manipulation and workflow control. Mattoso et al. summarized the state-of-the-art and possible future directions and challenges [12] . They found that lack of support in user steering is one of the most critical issues that the scientific community has to face with. In their other work [23] they managed to implement dynamic parameter sweep workflow execution where the user has the possibility to interfere with the execution and change the parameter of some filtering criteria without stopping the workflow. However most of the existing solutions the opportunity of changes are limited and they do not solve on-the-fly modification of parameter sets, data sets or the model itself.
III. WORKFLOW MANIPULATION
Due to the exploratory nature of scientific workflows and during ,,fine-tuning'' phase it may be necessary to change the workflow model or to adapt the execution to intermediary or even to historical results. It can be accomplished by giving the user the possibility to interfere with workflow execution (user-steering). On the other hand it can be facilitated by providing proper language tools (query partial results, dynamic programming structures, time management, etc.). In a dynamic system a user already at composition phase should be given the opportunity to design more execution possibilities depending on some conditions or to schedule time management functions. Existing workflow management systems more or less provide some kind of dynamic language support, for example the if-then-else, while, for, foreach structures while other systems with basic language constructs enable the use of embedded workflows (for example: gUSE).
In our paper we propose a new, dynamic workflow control mechanism based on Intervention Points (iPoints) to enable dynamic and user-steered workflow execution, which is able to modify the execution according to intermediary results and to adapt it to environmental changes. With the use of iPoints during enactment the user can take over the control for a while and has the opportunity to restart and stop the workflow execution, to insert time management functions, or based on runtime intermediary data the user can change certain parameters, filtering criteria or the input dataset. Furthermore with the insertion of a checkpoint the user can also change the execution model of the running workflow.
A. Structure and Functionality of an iPoint
An iPoint is somewhat similar to a meta-workflow or sub-workflow. It is located out of the plane of the workflow. In fig.1 the big rectangle with solid line represents the workflow plane, where the small rectangles on it represent the jobs and the sequential or parallel mesh of the user defined jobs form the scientific workflow. The iPoint which can be imagined or handled as a special job jumps out from this plane. It contains series of steps that are not part of the computational tasks (bordered with dashed line in fig.1 ) defined by the scientist rather which can affect the real execution (analyses of data or controlling functions, etc.). During the execution of an iPoint first a designator action (DA) is performed. The DA designates or determines what changes are necessary during the execution. It can be one of the following actions: intermediary data query, starting a timer, to stop a timer, resetting the timer, checking the timer and an alarm request. If DA is a query an input reply is returned and based on this reply an eXecutable Action (XA) is performed. This XA can be one of the following possibilities: modifying the workflow model with checkpoint request, restarting or stopping the workflow execution, changing certain parameters, filtering criteria or input dataset or requesting a checkpoint. Of course, the scientist has the possibility to perform more queries. 
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B. Types of iPoints
We have differentiated three types of ipoints: Closed iPoint: When the conditions and the changes are also known before execution, then the user can design the location and the function of the iPoints during the composition phase. He can also define the proper queries for intermediary results, or the time management functions and depending on the results the action (XA) that should be carried out. So in this case the user do not have to interfere, all the actions are clearly defined, that is why we call it closed iPoint.
Open iPoint: When the conditions or the changes are not known before execution, because they can only be specified depending on the query results, then the user should only determine the places where the intervention should take place. With these iPoints the user can interrupt the workflow execution for a while. During this predefined time interval the user can decide what DA to take, and depending on the results what XA to perform next.
Ad-hoc iPoint: When the demand for interfering arises only during execution upon some kind of external effect (for example computational or other failure, or because from an input sensor unwanted data arrives or simply because the user need some intervention) which cannot be foreseen before execution. In this case by using a special flag the system could stop the workflow execution at the nearest possible place, it should perform a checkpoint (if necessary) and give the control to the user for a while. At this point the user (like in the previous cases) may perform some query for intermediary results and depending on the outcome of the query certain XA can be carried out.
C. The Placement of iPoints
The iPoints can be scheduled upon four various events: after data arrival at input port, after data arriving at output port ( fig. 2a) , before job starting, after job completion ( fig. 2b) . However a trigger event of an iPoint also can be: timer expiration, external effect, failure message arrival, timed alarm. In this case the placement happens in an ad-hoc manner at the nearest possible moment during the execution.
D. iPoint Language Support
A dynamic system that supports user intervention must provide the user with language tools to define intervention points along with XA actions. In this case the iPoint is a if Query = X then ,,Action1 else Action2'' statement or time management function.
At abstract workflow level the iPoint is a special job, which can be visualized with a pentagon or hexagon ( fig.  3 and 4) The figures show the course of the execution steps involving an iPoint. In fig. 3 the iPoint performs some kind of partial data analyses, and depending on the result the workflow can be stopped, restarted the execution model can deviate from the original model or even a checkpoint can be performed. In fig. 4 time management functions are inserted into the model.
E. Implementation
The above introduced iPoints are planned to be an extension of the IWIR language (Interoperable Workflow Intermediate Representation) [9] , which was developed within the frame of the SHIWA project. It will gain the advantage of being implemented in an intermediate language for IWIR compatible systems. The implementation of the iPoint can be realized with a Scientific Workflow Manager independent module that handles the actions taking place during the interventions. This module takes over the control of the workflow while the actions defined in the given iPoints are executed. This module can be an extension of an existing workflow management system, or a completely new system. In this latter case there is no need to change the existing SWfMS, only an interface should be specified and implemented.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a new dynamic workflow control mechanism based on Intervention Points (iPoints). With the help of the introduced intervention points and system monitoring adaptive and user steered execution can be realized at different level. Furthermore when the system supports (runtime) provenance analyses, with the help of these iPoints provenance based, adaptive execution can be realized. Originally the iPoints were planned to solve the problem of user-steering, but also the administrator can benefit from the use of iPoints. The administrator can also insert them to realize provenance based adaptive fault recovery or even system optimization tasks. The analysis of provenance data can be carried out during and after execution. Our future work is to work out the mentioned usage fields in detail.
